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There has been a Ctontinuing debate over the relative
merits of conventional and nuclear power for O.S. warsbips.
Findings/Conc'usions: most military experts agree that
submarines and large aircraft carriers should havs nuclear
propulsion. Presently the controversy centers over the
desirability of nuclear power for cruisers, frigates, and
destroyers that accospany the carriers. Nuclear Ihips are more
capable but cost more, and their relative cost-erfectiveness
cannot be measured because Navy analysts zanact quantify many
benefits of nuclear power. In addition, available data on
construction and operating costs do not lend themselves to
precise comparisons. The Department of Defense estimates that
constructioa of only nuclear-powered ships could result in aiout
25 to 35 fewer cruisers, trigates, or destrcyers than if the
same amount of money were to be spent on comparable
conventionally powered ships. The advantages of nuclear-powered
ships appear to be highly dependent on the perceived nature of
future conflicts. Recommendations: The Congress, in reviewing
Navy shipbuilding plans for surface combatant ships, should be
cognizant that: buying only ccnventional ships will maximize
naval firepower, buying only nuclear ships will provide nobility
and greater freedom from logistics support; and buying a six is
a third option providiag, to varying degrees, the advantages and
disadvantages of the all-nuclear and all-conventional options.
(iuth or/SC)
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REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

Nuclear Or Conventional Power
For Surface Combatant Ships?

Department of the Navy

GAO reviewed the controversy over whether
the Navy's major surface combatant ships
should be all nuclear powered, all conven-
tionally powered, or a mix of both. Nuclear
ships are more capable but cost more and
their relative cost-effectiveness cannot be
measured because Navy analysts cannot quan-
tify many benefits of nuclear power.

The Congress, in reviewing Navy shipbuilding
plans for surface combatant ships, should be
cognizant that buying only conventional ships
wi maximize naval firepower, buying only
nuclear ships will provide mobility and greater
freedom from logistics support; and buying a
mix is a third option providing, to varying
degrees, the advantages ahd disadvantages of
the all-nuclear and all-conventional options.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OP THE UNITED TA.TESS E[S}~~~~~~ WAkNCIL'TON. D.C. Si
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report addresses the issues surrounding the
controversy over nuclear versus conventional power in
major strike force surface combatant ships. The report
discusses various cost and effectiveness factors involved
and identifies the key issues for congressional attention.

Our review was made pursuant to the Budget and
Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting
and Auditing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget, and to the Secretary of
Defense.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S NUCLEAR OR CONVENTIONALREPORT TO THE CONGRESS POWER FOR
SURFACE COMBATANT SHIPS?

DIGEST

There has been a continuing debate over therelative merits of conventional and nuclearpower for U.S. warships. Most military expertsnow agree that submarines and large aircraftcarriers should have nuclear propulsion. Pres-ently the controversy centers over the desir-ability of nuclear power for cruisers, frigates,and destroyers that accompany the carriers.

In 1975 the Congress expressed its desirethrough legislation that all future major sur-face combatant ships be constructed with nuclearpower. Some members of the Congress now want toreverse this statutory position. They believethat the Navy's needs can best be met through amix of nuclear and conventionally powered ships.
The question is how to provide the most effectivenaval force within reasonable budgetary con-straints. In this report GAO says there is nosimple answer to the question.

Nuclear-powered ships are more capable thanconventionally powered ships but cost more. Therelative cost-effectiveness, however, cannot bemeasured because Navy analysts cannot quantifymany benefits of nuclear power. Furthermore,available data on construction and operatingcosts do not lend themselves to precise com-parisons. (See ch. 6.)

The Department of Defense estimates that con-struction of only nuclear-powered ships couldresult in about 25 to 35 fewer cruisers, frig-ates, or destroyers than if the same amount ofmoney were to be spent on comparable conven-tionally powered ships. This question of num-bers is critical. More ships provide greaterfirepower and a greater residual force aftera specified number of combat losses. (See pp.7 and 8.)

The, advantages of nuclear-powered ships appearto be highly dependent on the perceived nature
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of future conflicts. The nuclear advantage ia
minimized in a conflict where opposing forces
are relatively close to one another. Where
naval forces need to transit long distances
in a short time or are highly dependent on re-
supply of fuel at sea, nuclear power has a
clear advantage. (See p. 26.)

KEY ISSUES FOR CONGRESSIONAL ATTENTION

In evaluating Navy shipbuilding plans for
strike force surface combatants, the Congress
will be deciding which option will, in the long
run, maximize the overall effectiveness of the
Navy: all-conventional, a{l-nuclear, or a mix.
In addressing this central question the key
issues are:

-- The all-conventional option means more ships,
thus maximizing total naval firepower. The
superior capabilities of nuclear ships, how-
ever, are missing.

--The all-nuclear option means mobility and
greater freedom frcm logistics support.
The ability to concentrate forces quickly
at a scene of conflict (real or threatened)
is superior and the vulnerability of provid-
ing logistics support is reduced. Ship
force levels and the accompanying firepower,
however, are at a minimum.

--A mix of conventional and nuclear powered
ships is a third option providing, to vary-
ing degrees, the advantages and disadvantages
of the all-nuclear and all-conventional options.

-- The nature of strike force operations over the
coming decades bears importantly on the issue.
Will the operations be characterized by forces
on-station in forward areas; or will strike
force operations be more mobile, featuring
rapid concentrations and dispersions of forces?

AGENCY COMMENTS

In commenting on this report, Defense stated it
was a commendably objective treatment of all
sides of this complex and often emotional issue.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For somp 25 years there has been a controversy overthe relative merits of nuclear power for U.S. warships.
In the fiscal year 1978 Department of Defense budget re-quest, the Congress will again be confronted with the issueof nuclear versus conventional power in major surface con-batant ships. The purpose of this report is to assist theCongress in its deliberations on the request. The report
presents the cases for conventional and r ;lear power andattempts to clarify some issues surrounding the controversywithout reaching any conclusion as to the proper course of
action.

In the case of submarines the matter was settled early
in favor of nuclear power. Most observers apparently foundits special advantages in submarines persuasivu--essentiallyunlimited endurance and independence from the atmosphere.
In the case of surface ships, however, the nuclear-conventional power issue has been the center of the contro-
versy. The nuclear power debate for large aircraft carriers,particularly intense in the 1960s, Dopears to have been re-solved for the time being in favor o nuclear power. Thecurrent debate centers on strike for-e surface combatants--
large cruisers and destroyers requited for operations in
carrier task groups. The debate does not extend to smallercombatant ships, such as frigates, or to support shipswhich, it is generally agreed, should be conventionally
powered.

In 1974, to resolve the question of nuclear power
for future strike force ships, including surface combatants,the Congress enacted Title VIII of the Fiscal Year 1975Defense Appropriation Authorization Bill. Title VIII re-quires as a matter of national policy that new construction
on 'major combatant vessels for the strike forces of the
United States Navy' be nuclear-powered. However, Title VIIIallows the President to request conventionally powered shipsinstead of nuclear-powered ones; but before doing so, hemust advise the ConJl ss that nuclear power in the case at
issue is not in th ional interest and must forward analternative prograp



Title VIII supporters viewed its enactment as theculmination of a long-time controversy over the merits ofnuclear propulsion for Navy strike forces. They consideredTitle VIII an important victory for those in the Congresswho carried the fight for nuclear power strike force ships.
The President exercised the Title VIII provision inthe Fiscal Year 1977 budget request by proposing a 5-year(fiscal year 1977 to fiscal year 1981) conventional andnuclear building program for eight conventional guidedmissile destroyers and two nuclear strike cruisers. Fund-ing for one destroyer and long lead items for a cruiserwere in the 1977 budget request. The Congress elected tonot authorize this funding, but the House and Senate armedServices Committee conferese agreed to fv!ly consider anyfuture authorization request for these ships.

SCOPE

The information in this report was obtained by reviewingagency reports, correspondence, and other documentst by re-viewing the reasons for enacting Title VIII, and by inter-viewing officials in both the Department of Defense and theNavy.
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CHAPTER 2

A BRIEF HISTORY OF

NUCLEAR PrWER IN U.S. WARSHIPS

For the conduct of naval warfare, naval ships are broadlycategorized into five types--submarines, carriers, surface
combatants, amphibious ships, and support ships. The Navy's
policy states that all submarines should be nuclear-powered.
Among surface combatants, only carriers and cruisers should
be nuclear-powered and only enough of these to constitute
a strategically significant segment of the operating forces.
Evolution of this policy is discussed in tihts chapter.

SUBMARINES

Early investigations of the feasibility of nuclear
propulsion for warships were begun in 1946 by the Atomic
Energy Commission and by the Navy, assisted by private con-
tractors. These studies embraced both submarine and surface
ship propulsion and considered two different types of
reactors--water-cooled and liquid metal-cooled.

In December 1948 the Atomic Energy Commission contractedwith the Atomic Power Division of Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration to design, construct, test, and operate a submarine
reactor. This undertaking led to the first nuclear-powered
ship, the submarine U.S.S. Nautilus, commissioned in 1954.

After initial opposition was overcome, nuclear powerfor submarines gained wide acceptance due to the large and
obvious gains in effectiveness realized through freeing the
submarine from dependence on the atmosphere. Opposition tonuclear power for surface warships continued, on the other
hand, throuah the 196'i and to the present day. Critics
cite high cost while supporters maintain that the enhancedeffectiveness more than compensates for the cost differential.

AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

Much early discussion of nuclear power for surface
ships centered on aircraft carriers. As early as 1949
a nuclear-powered carrier program was supported by the
Chief of Naval Operations but development work did not
start officially until 1951--only to be halted in 1953
by a National Security Council order. In late 1954 the
program was resumed with the establishment of the large
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Ship Reactor Project. This led to development of nuclear-
powered ships: the cruiser U.S.S. Long Beach (fiscal year
1957 program), carrier U-S.S. Enterprise (fiscal year 1958
program) and cruiser (ex-frigate) U.S.S. Bainbridge (fiscal
year 1959 program).

Despite some support by the Navy and the Congress,
the Secretary of Defense and the President did not request
nuclear-powered surface warships in the fiscal years 1960,
1961, or 1962 shipbuilding programs. Due to congressional
insistence, however, the cruiser (ex-frigate) U.S.S. Truxton
was built as part of the 1962 sh.'pbuilding program with
nuclear, instead of conventional, propulsion.

For fiscal year 1963 Defense requested a conventionally
powered aircraft carrier and a nuclear-powered frigate.
There ensued a prolonged fight to change the propulsion of
the carrier, later named the U.S.S. John F. Kennedy, to nu-
clear power. The fight was led L the Chairman of the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, the Secretary of the Navy,
and the Chief of Naval Operations. The Secretary of Defense,
whose views prevailed, however, favored conventional power.
Effective opposition to nuclear-powered aircraft carriers
nevertheless eventually weakened, and all aircraft carriers
have since been nuclear-powered, beginning with the U.S.S.
Nimitz in the fiscal year 1967 program. Including the U.S.S.
Enterprise, a total of four nuclear-powered carriers and
long lead items for a fifth have been authorized and bud-
geted to date.

SURFACE COMBATANTS

Since the mid-1960s, with the question of nuclear
power for submarines apparently settled and for carriers
at least quiescent, thi debate has centered on nuclear-
powered cruisers, frigates, and destroyers. The nuclear
power proponents pointed to the advantages of these ships,
if nuclear-powered, as escorts for nuclear-powered car-
riers and particularly to the big gain in effectiveness
when the task group becomes all nuclear, completely free
of the need to replenish propulsion fuel. The critics,
however, again cited high cost, claiming either that it
was incomrmnensurate with the benefits or that it would
prevent attainment of force goals.

Construction of cruisers (U.S.S. Long Beach and former
frigates) and larger destroyers (Spruance class and former
frigates) since 1956, including those authorized and bud-
geted but not completed, totals 65 ships. Nine of these
ships are nuclear-powered.
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In 1974 the U.S. Congress, in Title VIII of the DefenseAppropriation Authorization Bill, stated that as a matterof policy all future U.S. warships intended to serve withthe strike forces should be nuclear-powered. Exceptionswould require a Presidential finding that providing nuclearpower was not in the national interest. The Secretary ofDefense, however, in the fiscal year 1976 budget request -did not present a 5-year surface combatant shipbuildingprogram. He stated that DOD was still examining a widerange of cost and capability tradeoffs between an all-nuclearmajor warship acquisition program and a previously plannedmix of nuclear and conventional warships.

On February 13, 1976, the President formally made afinding that constructing all-nuclear surface combatantsfor the strike forces was not in the national interest.This finding was in support of his budget submission forfiscal year 1977 in which he requested a conventionaldestroyer and long lead items for a nuclear cruiser. His5-year plan called for eight conventional guided missiledestroyers and two nuclear strike cruisers. As previouslynoted, the Congress decided not to authorize constructionfunds for fiscal year 1977 for either the conventional ornuclear ship but stated that it would consider futurerequests.
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CHAPTER 3

THE CASE FOR CONVENTIONAL POWER

In general, conventionally powered ships are less costlyto procure and operate than nuclear-powered ships. (See pp.23 and 24.) Because conventionally powered ships are lesscostly, those favoring conventional surface combatants forstrike forces contend that (1) the cost premium fok nuclearpower is substantial and would, unless additional funding weremade available, limit the Navy's ability to rebiild a balancedNavy which is adequate in numbers of platforms and total fire-power for the future and (2) while in some situations, such ashigh-speed transit, an all-nuclear task qroup may be superior,in important situations, such as cn-station sustained operations,it may not.

THE NEED FOR L&RGER NUMBERS OF SHIPS

For several reasons Defense and 'avy officials believethat the United States needs a larger Navy and cite classifiedanalytic studies of large-scale co 'flicts to support thiscontention. These officials point to the Ul.S. worldwidedefense and political commitments and also note the U.S.Navy force level has been cut about in half since 1968.
Hostile submarines* ability to attack friendly forces atany given place along the thousands of miles of sea lanesimplies a n ed for numerous antisubmarine warfare (ASW) forcessimply to cover the geographical areas involved. The Secretaryof Defense stated in 1975 that, "To protect programmed high-value units in an all-out war with the Warsaw Pact, Navyestimates indicate that a large number of surface combatantswould be needed for the numerically more demanding ASW mission.-The Deputy Secretary of Defense in Nay 1975 stated in a letterto the Chairman, Subcommittee on Seapower, House Armed ServicesCommittee:

*The United States will continue to require a forwarddeployed peacetime Naval posture with capabilitiesadequate to the threat, the scope of geography and thevariety of contingencies which could involve our vitalinterests. This, of course, is not consistent with asmall Navy. Looking at the drop in our Navy forcelevels from 960 active ships in the mid-1960s to fewer
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than 500 in Fiscal Year 1976, I am convinced thatwe must view the attainment of increased numbersof ships as a major objective."

According to a 1975 Department of Defense estimate, thelong-range impact of buying all nuclear-powered strike forcesurface combatants could be to reduce the number of strikecombatants by about 25 to 35 ships than if the sane amountof money were to be spent on comparable conventionally poweredships. For those who believe that a level of about 240 surfacecombatants is critical to overall fleet effectiveness, thisreduction is not desirable and therefore a shipbuildingprogram of only nuclear surface strike warships should not bepursued.

More recently the Chief of Naval Operations stated thatthe U.S. Navy should have about 600 ships in the 1980s --some 20 percent over current levels. He said that this forceis necessary to maintain the Navy's capabilities to carry outits missions and tasks with what he described as only "a thinmargin of success."

The Senate Armed Services Committee in its May 14, 1976,report on the fiscal year 1977 budget request also noted theneed for more ships. In its report the Committee stated,
"The utility of nuclear power is not in dispute. How-ever, all missions do not require nuclear power forships. The Committee recognizes both the need forships superior in all respects and for adequate numbersand believes that a nuclear/conventional mix of shipsis the most valid approach to attainment of requiredfuture naval forces and capability."

The Committee recommended repeal of Title VIII. The repeal,however, was eventually dropped from the fiscal year 1977Defense Authorization Bill by the House and Senate conferees.
SUPERIOR EFFECTIVENESS OF'TNCTONAL PORCE

If a comparison is made between the effectiveness ofequal-cost carrier task groups 1/ that are on-station (anddo no; therefore need mobility or high speeds for an extendedperiod), then the conventional force is more effective than

1/Total cost of the groups compared are the same. Effectivenesscomparisons are easier to make when the costs are made equal.
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the all-nuclear one. That is, less costly conventional ships
can be procured in greater quantities, and more ships mean
m)re offensive and defensive systems--in a word, more fire-
power. (See fig. 1.)

All else being equal, the larger number of ships makes
the conventional group more resistant to battle damage.
Faced with more targets, the enemy must divide his fire into
a larger number of less effective segments, which the more
numerous U.S. defensive systems can more easily counter.
Fewer enemy hit3 may be expected because of improved ratio
of U.S. defensive systems to hostile offensive systems.
Even if the enemy scores the same number of hits on the
conventional force as on the nuclear one, the residual
combat capability of the conventional force would be superior.
The difference can be substantial. Two surface combatants
struck by missiles and placed out of action in a conventional
force of five (carrier plus four combatants) leaves two
combatants; in an equal-cost force of four nuclear ships
(carrier plus three combatants) only one combatant would re-
main after the same number of hits. (See fig. 2.) The high
lethality of modern guided weapons makes large numbers of
ships even more important.

OPPOSING ARGUMENTS

While nuclear power advocates agree that nuclear warships
cost more, they also believe the cost premium for nuclear
power is sometimes overestimated for a variety of reasons.
For example, procurement costs include a 15-year supply of
fuel for new nuclear strike force surface combatants but none
for conventional ships. Nuclear ships, in addition, are
generally bigger, more heavily armed ships containing mili-
tary features which add to the cost premium. Whatever the
case, these advocates consider that the cost premium for
nuclear power is worth the price paid for the additional
military capability provided to the ship.

The proponents of nuclear power sometimes argue that
conventionally powered ships lack the capability to operate
in areas of the most Intense threat because refueling
would be unacceptably hazardous. They claim that the high-
capability systems fitted in new U.S. ships indicate an
intention to be able to operate in these high threat areas
and that, on this basis, conventional power is unacceptable.

8
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URSW VERSUS THREE IKIRFACE COMMATANTS
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CHAPTER 4
THE CASE FOR NUCLEAR POWER

Proponents of nuclear power for strike force combatantscontend that the advantages of nuclear power are so substan-tial that they far outweigh the added cost. These advantagesstem principally from the unlimited propulsion endurance andsustained high speed inherent in nuclear-powered snips. The
advantages include greater operational capabilities andsuperior strategic and tactical mobility.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES

Nuclear reactors for new surface combatants will containenough energy for 15 years of operation without refueling.This essentially unlimited fuel supply enhances the ship'sand the task force's operational capabilities in several ways.First, surface combatants are able to continue performing
their assigned tasks in the task group, whereas conventionalships must periodically leave their assigned stations torefuel from the carrier. The refueling operation weakensthe task group not only by drawing ships off station but alsoby requiring slow speeds and steady courses that increasethe entire task group's vulnerability to attack. The presenceof any conventional ships in the task group tends to d grade
the effectiveness of the nuclear-powered ships.

Second, in areas where the threat is intense, the hazards
of refueling the s-rface combatants are magnified. If therisks are too high. the task group may be forced to retireprematurely to a safer rear area for the refueling operation.An all-nuclear group could remain on station delivering
strikes. Third, nuclear-powered surface combatants in thetask group make it possible for the aircraft carrier to carrymore fuel for its aircraft, because less is needed to refuelits escorts. The increased fuel capacity improves the car-rier's capability for sustained operations with reducedsea-based logistics support.

Along with the uplimited endurance provided by nuclearpower, another valuable characteristic inherent to nuclear
power is the sustained high speed provided to the ship.The combination of more fuel for aircraft, high speed, andunlimited endurance enable an all-nuclear Nimitz-class
carrier group to deploy rapidly to virtually any distant
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point; without sea-based logistics support, the carrier
group can engage in combat for 1 to 2 weeks under con-
tinuous and intense operating conditions or for up to a
month or more under intermittent or less intense condi-
tions. If the operation requires sea-based logistics
support for the carrier task group, the task group will
need less support less often if it is nuclear-powered.
The result is reduce] requirements for suppor. ships;
because they would be required in the replenishment area
less often, the support ships would be less exposed to
hostile forces. The sustained high speed capabilities of
nuclear-powered surface combatants, particularly in an all-
nuclear group, also facilitate ra;id movement to and from
the replenishment area and place the area further to the
rear, thus adding still more to the support ships' safety.
(See fig. Z.;

STRATEGIC MOBILITY

The number of carriers in the U.S. fleet is small, both
by historical standards and in relation to the Nation's
global commitments. Nuclear-powered carrier task groups,
because they can cover wider geographical areas in a given
time, are considered by the Navy to be of special value.
Weather permitting, the all-nuclear carrier tas~ group can
steam for essentially unlimited distances at near top speed,
thus substantially reducing response time in an emergency
and enlarging the geographical area cver which ~i can
influence everts.

The 1970 Jordanian crisis furnished an example of how
fuel consideratio:ns can affect response time, At the time
of the crisis U.S.S John F. Kennedy, a conventionally
powered carrier, was ordered to reinforce the U.S. Sixth
Fleet in the eastern Mediterraneano When the orders were
received, the carrier was near Puerto Rico, some 4,000 miles
from the eastern Mediterranean. Fuel limitations restricted
its average speed in the long transit to only 23 knots and
it had to refuel in the Mediterranean. A nuclear carrier
with nuclear surface combatants could have made the same
transit at higher speed and arrived about 2 days earlier
without the need to refuel. In a real war situation the 2
days could have been decisive.

TACTICAL MOBILITY

The all-nuclear task group has a superior ability to
control engagement ranges with an enemy surface force, to
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engage or disengage, or to make other tactically advantageous
moves requiring prolonged high-speed steaming.

Manuevering in short-of-war confrontations, such a group
may establish a tt.ctical advantage, thus enhancing its credi-
bility. During the Indian Ocean operations of the nuclear-
powered carrier Enterprise task group during the 1971 'India-
Pakistan war, the presence of conventionally powered surface
combatants in the task group appears to have denied the U.S.
commander these capabilities. He stated:

"Whenever it was tactically desirable to operate
at high spea. .S :* to consider our escort's
fuel status and t' :teamed at slower speeds....
Evein inough Task ._..e 74 was joined by
several units of the Soviet Fleet, some of
which remained in close proximity to our
forces, the nominal speed of our task force
was kept at 15 knots. In spite of the in-
crease in vulnerability, this low speed was
accepted because of the logistics constraints
on the supply of fuel for the other ships in
the task force."

ADDITIONAL ADVA NTAGES

One point often advanced in support of nuclear power is
that the ship's and task force's vulnerability to the inter-
ruption of oil supplies is reduced. The 1973 Middle East
War is cited as an instance where U.S. ships were vulner-
able to the cutoff of oil supplies. The House Armed Services
Committee, advocates of nuclear power for all strike force
combatants, cited the problem of dependence on oil for pro-
pulsiOn in its March 26, 1976, Committee Report on the Defense
Department's fiscal year 1977 budget request: "Thevcommittee
believes that prudent planning for the Navy of the future,
in view of the uncertainty of future oil supplies, requires
that the Congress continue the national policy that future
major combatants be nuclear powered."

Another point sometimes advanced is that an advantage
is gained in independent operations. Nuclear power provides
world-wide opei ,,ional flexibility. For example, ships
planned for the future, such as the strike cruiser, have been
designed as multimission ships--ships which could operate
independently in some situations without carrier air support.
Ships designed for this type of mission can capitalize on
nuclear propulsion.
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Other advantages of nuclear power include .the elimina-
tion of combustion gases discharged from the stacks of con-
ventional ships and improved propulsion plant reliability.
The heat and turbulence of stack gases could impede safe
flight of aircraft that are landing or hovering close aboard.
Stack gases can also add to corrosion problems, particularly
for embarked aircraft. Propulsion plant reliability is
improved because of higher standards for the nuclear plant--
which are a part of the nuclear power cost.

OPPOSING ARGUMENTS

Certain aspects of nuclear power may be advanced as
reasons for not constructing nuclear warships: the danger
of nuclear contamination, limited nuclear shipbuilding capa-
city, possible shortage of qualified nucleaL operating per-
sonnel, the problem of nuclear waste disposal, and the ad-
verse reaction in some foreign countries to port visits by
nuclear-powered ships.

Those who oppose constructing only nuclear major sur-
face combatants also point out that the U.S. should not
plan exclusively for such situations as high-speed transit,
where an all-nuclear task group may be superior. There are
important situations where larger numbers of ships are
required--numbers made possible only within fiscal con-
straints by less costly conventional power.

Proponents of conventional power also argue that deter-
rence is founded on both firm military capabilities and per-
ceptions thereof. They believe that the differences between
nuclear and conventional power p:obably haven't much, if
any, impact in perceptions of U.S. and Soviet capabilities,
either in this or other countries. They believe it is note-
worthy that the recent public debate about the relative ca-
pabilities of the U.S. and Soviet navies have focused on the
number, size, and armament of each nation's ships, not on
propulsion. Even official Navy spokesman, they state,
seldom claim nuclear power as an important U.S. advantage
in the maritime balance.

Conventional power proponents also believe that the
often advanced arguments about nonavailability and high
price of fuel oil are shallow and misleading. With respect
to availability they believe greater stockpiling of oil is
the answer; however, the problem may well he having the oil
available at the point needed. As to price, they say it
should not be ignored, that the U.S. will have to pay
higher prices in the future for nuclear fuel as well.
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Another luportant criticism is that the all-nuclear-
powered task group is not completely independent logiati-
cally. Although they require no fuel oil, nuclear ships
are dependent on support ships for ammunition, supplies,
and aircraft fuel. They arc, however, less dependent on
such support than conventional ships.
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION OF THE PRESIDENT'S 1976

PROPOSAL AND NUCLEAR ALTERNATIVE

The President's proposed shipbuilding program forfiscal years 1978 through 1982 was not available at the timeof our review. We did, however, review the program for
strike force surface combatants for fiscal years 1977 through1981 submitted in February 1976. We also compared the costsand capabilities of the nuclear strike cruiser and conven-tionally powered gu:ided missile destroyer included in the
proposal. We found that the nuclear cruiser costs more tobuy and operate than the conventional destroyer, but it hasgreater military features than the destroyer.

PREBSIDENTS PROPOSAL

In a February 13, 1976, letter the President formallyadvised the Speaker of the House and the President of the
Senate that:

'In view of the urgent need for increased anti-
air warfare capability, we want to introduce and
rapidly build up the number of ships equipped with
the AEGIS area air defense weapon system. Due to
the much greater cost and the later delivery date
of the nuclear AEGIS ship, I believe it is in the
national interest, taking into account fiscal con-
straints, to pursue a balanced program of nuclear
and non-nuclear ships.' He proposed a 5-year
strike force surface combatant mix of two nuclear-
powered strike cruisers (CSGN) and eight conven-
tionally powered guided missile destroyers (DDG-47),
all fitted with the AEGIS weapons system.

The alternative all-nuclear program forwarded by thePresident provides for seven of the strike cruisers over
the same 5-year shipbuilding program. The President basedhis case for the 10-ship mix on two aain points:

1. Because it could be started earlier and the con-struction period is shorter, the first conventional shipcould be delivered almost 2 years earlier than the firstnuclear ship.

2. The proposed program would provide three more shipsthan the all-nuclear alternative 'at a cost of $1.7 billion
less through 1981."
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CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

On July 1, 1976, the Congress voted to authorize fundsfor 17 ships for fiscal year 1977. None of these ships was astrike force surface combatant, but $371.0 million was au-thorized to partially fund the conversion of the nuclear-powered cruiser U.S.S. Long Beach into a strike cruiser includ-ing installation of the AEGIS weapon system.

The Congress will probably be confronted again with de-cisions in the fiscal year 1978 budget request on funding ofthe CSGN nuclear strike cruiser and the DDG-47 conventionallypowered destroyer. To assist the Congress, we have providedthe following evaluation of the costs and characteristics ofthese two proposed ships.

COSTS

The President's comparison of the estimated programprocurement costs erroneously included about $.6 billion oflong lead equipment for the all-nuclear strike cruiser pro-gram. Adjusting for this error, we estimate that the 10-ship program acquisition cost would be $7.4 billion,$1.1 billion less than the seven-ship, all-nuclear alter-native.

To compare the costs of the DDG-47 and the CSGN, wegathered Navy cost data expressed in constant year dollars,converted into percentages. We compared the lead (initial)ships of each class and the first follow (second) ships ofeach class. The comnArisons showed a cost premium for theCSGN of 50 percent for the lead ship and about 80 percentfor the first follow ship. (The Navy estimates the firstfollow ship costs in fiscal year 1978 dollars to be$567 million for the DDG-47 and $1,014 million for theCSGN.)

The Navy estimates that the strike cruiser will costabout $10 million more per year to operate than the DDG-47primarily because the strike cruiser is nuclear-powered,is a bigger, more heavily armed ship; and has a higher mann-ing level. On a life-cycle cost basis, which includes theinitial procurement costs, annual operating expenses,midlife conversion costs, and recoring costs, the Navyestimates the life-cycle cost of the CSGN to be about 60 to70 percent higher than the DDG-47.

18



THE SEI P

The nucloar-powered strike cruiser and the convention-
ally powered gutidd missile destroyer are alike in their
primary defenasive system, AEGIS, in ASW systemsr and in
having the necessary speed to operate with carriers. In
addition to propulsion, the two ships are dissimilar chiefly
in size and offensive systems. The strike cruiser, but not
the destroyer, will be armed with the long-range, sea-
launched cruise missile. It will also have twice as many
HARPOONt issiles and 45 percent more defensive missiles.
Table I on page 22 showe these and other differences.

The DDG-47 and the strike cruiser will normally be
deployed with carrier task groups, and they will also
operate with amphibious forces and mobile logistics support
forces. The strike cruiser will fulfill one additional
role--it will operate on independent offensive surface war-
fare missions where carriers are not available. The strike
cruiser will have ship-launched cruise missiles and the big-
ger 8-inch gun because of its independent mission. The DDG-
47 will provide primarily anti-air warfare (AAW) protection,
and the Navy found that two 5-inch guns are better in AAW
than one 8-inch gun. This advantage is principally be-
cause of the redundancy available with two guns and the
360-degree coverage the two guns jointly provide.
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TABLE 1

THESTRIKE CRUISER -ERRSUS1 "I GUIDED _ESlSSLE DRST2YR

SIMILAR IN DDG-12 CG CfVA REQ mENCE
PRIMARY DEFENSIVE WEAPONS AEGIS AEGIS

SPEED ABOUT 30 KNOTS ABOUT 30 IYOTS
ASW CAPABILITIES !/SQS-53/TACTAS a/SQS-S3/TACTAS

ASROC/LAMPS III ASROC/LAMPS III
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN

DISPLACEMENT 9,055 TONS 17,210 TONS +90%
ARMOR PARTIAL SUBSTANTIAL +ARMOR
LONG RANGE OFFENSIVE MISSILE

SYSTEM NONE b/8-SLCN b/+SLCN
MEDIUM RANGE OFFENSIVE MISSILE

SYSTEM c/S HARPOON c/1S NARPOONI c/+ HARPOON
NUMBER' '9NSIVE (AA#) MISSILE

LAUNCW ,_ d/2-MK 26 (MOD 1) d_/2-K 26 (NOD 2) 4/+45% MORE AAW MISSILES
GUNS 2-5" 1-8" + (l)-5 (2)
AIRCRAFT FACILITIES 2-LAMPS III */2-LAPS III _ /+CHOICE OF LAMPS III

OR 2-VTOL or VTOL
MARGINS FOR FUTURE GROWTH MINIMAL SUBSTANTIAL +MARGINS
PROPULSION CONVENTIONAL NUCLEAR +NUCLEAR
UNIT COMMANDER FACILITIES UNIT GROUP +GROUP CONMANDER FACILITIES
CHEMICAL-BIOLOGICAL DEFENSE

POTENTIAL SONE SUPERIOR +SUPERIOR DEFENSE POTENTIAL
a/SQS-53 and TACTAS are, respectively, the most advanced bull-mounted active and tactical-towed passivesonars. ASROC is a rocket-propelled antisubnmaine weapon. LAIPS III is · shipborne nelicopter for long-range localization and attack of hostile submarines.

b/SLCM: Sea Launched Cruise Nissile. Also called TOMNAAWK.

c/HARPOON: An antiship missile.

d/The MK 26 (Nod 2) launchers in the strike cruiser carry more missiles than the NK 26 (Nod 1)launchers in the destroyer. The numbers are classified, but the firing rates are the same.
e/VTOL is a vertical take-off and landing aircraft.
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HAPTLR 6

H.GjPRGPRRA ALTERNATIVS

In weighing the alternatives between nuclear and con-ventional power, the real requirement is to pursue thoseprograms which maximize the overall effectiveness of theNavy. Conventional power proponents believe that largequantities of ships are the immediate need, whereas nuclearpower advocates give priority to a high level of mobilityand individual ship capability. The positions of eachside, however, must be kept in proper perspective, becausethe magnitude of the cost and effectiveness differences canbe overstated.

This chapter discusses cost and effectiveness factorsto give a better perspective of the various program alter-natives. Included also is an enumeration of the presentand planned nuclear surface combatants.

COST FACTORS

In nearly all comparisons of the estimated costs ofnuclear and conventional ships, individually and in taskgroups, nuclear ships cost more to acquire and operate.The cost premium for nuclear power, however, in terms ofpercentage of conventional power costs, varies widely de-pending primarily on what is compared and secondarily onhow they are compared.

The first follow ship procurement costs premium forthe nuclear strike cruiser versus the AEGIS destroyer isestimated to be about 80 percent. The CSGN, however, isnot only nuclear-powered, but it is also a bigger, moreheavily armed ship containing several military featureswhich add to the cost premium for the ship. Thus wecannot say the cost premium for nuclear power in thiscomparison is 80 percent.

A better understanding cf the cost premium for nuclearpower can be gained by comparing the procurement costs of theproposed 17,000-ton nuclear strike cruiser and a hypotheti-cal conventional cruiser equipped with identical weaponssystems. On the basis of a February 1976 Navy study, thenuclear-powered strike cruiser .costs 30 percent more.See Table 2 on page 25. The conventional strike cruiser,however, is only a concepts the Navy has not proposed build-ing such a ship.
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The procurement cost premium is considerably smaller
when comparing completely equipped nuclear- and convention-
ally powered carrier task groups. (See table 2.) In this
comparison the carrier and its aircraft were included as
well as the surface combatants and logistics support ships.
The task groups included different numbers and types of
ships but were considered nearly equal in effectiveness
in terms of sensors, weapons, and geometry; they differ only
in propulsion characteristics.

In addition to evaluating the added cost of nuclear
power in terms of the procurement premium paid and' comparing
task groups and individual ships, one should consider life-
cycle costs. Table 2 shows a life-cycle cost premium of
30 percent for nuclear power over coiiventional power in the
strike cruiser. Life-cycle costs include both acquisition
costs and operating expenses, such as overhaul, manpower,
and fuel costs over the life -f the system. Nuclear ships
are in general more expensive to operate. For example, the
Navy estimates that the annual operating cost of the proposed
17,000-ton strike cruiser would be about $5 to $7 million more
than the hypothetical conventional strike cruiser. This is
principally because the average annual cost of overhaul (ex-
cluding recoring costs) for the CSGN is about 80 percent
more than that for the conven;-'nal cruiser. The manning
requirements of the nuclear cruiser are also greater. The
manning level of the strike cruiser is estimated to be 513
with annual manpower costs of $4.94 million per ship. The
hypothetical conventional cruiser has a manpower complement of
392 with annual manpower costs of $3.84 million, about
$1.1 million less than that for the CSGN.

The life-cycle cost comparison in table 2 of the
similarly effective carrier task groups shows little or no
cost premium for nuclear power, depending on whether the
costs are discounted. This is primarily because the all-
nuclear group is composed of three strike ships versus five
for the conventional group and because the all-nuclear
group has a reduced requirement for support ships.

Most comparisons of nuclear versus conventional power
costs in surface combatants are best labeled 'ballpark"
estimates. The available data on ship construction and
operating costs do not lend themselves to precise compari-
sons. Nuclear and conventional ships also differ in design
parameters, ordnance, and electronics, making any cost com-
parison difficult at best.
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EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

While it is generally agreed that a nuclear-powered ship
has greater capability than a conventionally powered ship,
the advocates of each side cannot agree on the magnitude and
nature of this increased capability.

The relative capabilities of nuclear- and conventionally
powered task groups depend on the circumstances surrounding
each encounter. With opposing fleets on station, withirn
range of each other's weapons at the commencement of hostil-
ities, the importance of the propulsion system is minimized
and the issu.e may be decided primarily on the basis of avail-
able firepower. In many other circumstances the high speed
endurance, freedom from the need to refuel, and the reduced
requirement for sea-based logistics conferred by nuclear
power make a large contribution to overall capability. There-
fore, the way in which one preceives the nature of future
naval warfare, actual or threatened, may affect strongly the
appraisal of the propulsion alternatives.

In extreme circumstances (scenario) used to determine
force planning, a nuclear-conventional decision is clear.
For example, with an on-station scenario in which (1) the
U.S. fleet will not engage in prolonged high-speed manuever-
ing for advantage before or during hostilities and (2) the
posture of the fleet will not be significantly degraded by
refueling requirements, conventional power is the likely
choice.

At the other extreme, if on-station forces are outnum-
bered in a sudden emergency at a distant point, but warning
is adequate to permit decisive reinforcement with only
nuclear-powered forces, then nuclear power would be the
likely choice.

There is a wide range of possible scenarios, each with
its own implications for the nuclear-conventional issue.
While some are more likely to occur than others, unlikely
ones may be important for planning because of their poten-
tial effect on U.S. national security. The United States
can make choices in naval tactics and strategy that will
make some scenarios more likely than others.

Choosing relevant scenarios is made difficult by the
longevity of the ships being considered. In the 40 years
or so from authorization and appropriation for a new ship
until it is retired from active service, the world environ-
ment, U.S. Navy strategy and tactics, and significant
scenarios may change several times.
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COST-FFEYCT' ZNSLS STUDIES

We were unable to find any cost-effectiveness stuuieson nuclear versus conventional power for surface warshipssince the Supplement on Endurance of the Major Fleet EscortStudy (SE/MFE) of 1967. Many later studies have addressedcosts only. Others have calculated various performance irn-dices such as combat endurance after steaming various dis-tances.

The SE/IFE study compares two alternative carrier taskforces, each consisting of four nuclear-powered carrierswith accompanying surface combatants. In one alternativethe surface combatants are conventionally powered; in theother they are nuclear-powered. Comparisons are made onthe basis of the costs of providing equal capabilities,with capabilities expressed in terms of carrier days onthe line. Only three benefits of nuclear power are quanti-
fied: (1) high-speed transit without logistic support, (2)better reliability, and (3) decreased vulnerability onstation. Nine additional benefits are identified but aretoo difficult to quantify or use in the analysis. Theyinclude:

-- Freedom from the requirement to replenish in high-"reat areas.

--Increased opportunity to use evasive tracks.

--Ability to extend the attack along a greater peri-meter.

-- Ability to operate (as under very high-threat condi-tions) completely free of sea-based logistics sup-port if necessary, including cycling at high speedsbetween base and operating area.

--Ability to fulfill mission immediately on completionof high-speed transit.

Some assumptions of the study tend to show nuclearpower in a particularly favorable light. For example, twoof the four carrier task groups are redeployed from thePacific to the Atlantic Fleet, requiring a very long, high-speed transit around South America. In addition, calcula-tions indicated a major reduction in hits on the nuclearcarrier due to the all-nuclear force's higher on-station
speed. The vulnerability analysis, however, addressed onlythe threat from torpedo-firing submarines using straight-running torpedoes. No consideration was given to homingtorpedoes, to missile-firing submarines, or to aircraft.
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In reviewing the study, the Chief of Naval Operations
concluded that when these unquantified factors are consi-
dered with the calculated near-equality the results favor
the nuclear-powered force.

The only other cost-effectiveness study of which we
have knowledge was the 1965 Naval Warship Analysis Group
Study 33. This study, "Nuclear Power for Surface Warships,"
found that nuclear power in airc:aft carriers provides more
effectiveness for less cost than does conventional power.
It also found that substituting nuclear-powered escorts for
conventionally powered ones substantially improved the re-
sponse range of the group and the length of time it could
fight without support. Like the SE/NFE study, this study
also identified a number of aspects of nuclear power that
are important to tactical superiority in wartime but that
were too difficult to quantify for use in analysis.

PLANNED ALL-NUCLEAR-POWERED CARRIER TASK GROUPS

There are significant advantages in providing nuclear
carriers with all-nuclear-powered surface combatants as
escorts. Based on the fiscal year 1977 through fiscal
year 1981 planned shipbuilding program, however, there
will be only enough nuclear-powered strike force combatants
in the fleet to have two all-nuclear carrier task groups.

Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, former Chief of Naval Operations,
stated that the desired number of nuclear surface combatants
per nuclear carrier is four. Through 1976, however, there
were four nuclear carriers (two in the fleet and two under con-
struction) and only nine nuclear combatants (six in the fleet
and three under construction). The Five Year Defense Program
for fiscal year 1977 through fiscal year 1981 includes funds
for one additional nuclear carrier and two nuclear surface
combatants. This would resul. in five nuclear carriers and
only 11 nuclear-powered escorts. Thus, through at least
the mid 1980s only two all-nuclear task groups with the de-
sired number of escorts will be able to be deployed at one
time; the other three nuclear carriers will be burdened with
the vulnerabilities and operational disadvantages associated
with refueling conventional escorts.

CONCLUSION

Factors governing cost and effectiveness must be con-
sidered to keep the differences between nuclear and conven-
tional power in proper perspective. Factors such as program
elements compared and costs included affect the magnitude of
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cost differences. The scenarios postulated and the capa-
bilitieE of the threat can have a strong impact on the
effectiveness of the forces being com:pared. Neglectfulness
to consider these factors will likely lead to overstatements
or understatements of the implications of choosing nuclear
or conventional power for strike force combatants.

The relative cost effectiveness of nuclear versus con-
ventional power in surface combatants cannot be measured.
Nuclear ships are more capable than conventional ships, butthey cost more to acquire and operate. Cost comparisons are
difficult at best to make, because (1) nuclear and conven-
tional surface combatants differ in many respects and (2)
available data on ship construction and operating costs do
not lend themselves to precise comparisons. Additionally,
Navy analysts have found it too difficult to quantify many
of the benefits of nuclear power.

KEY ISSUES FOR CONGRESSIONAL ATTENTION

In evaluating Navy shipbuilding plans for strike force
surface combatants, the Congress will be deciding which optionwill, in the long run, maximize the overall effectiveness of
the Navy: all-nuclear, all-conventional, or a mix. In ad-
dressing this central question, the key issues are:

-- The all-conventional choice means more ships. Total
naval firepower is brought to a maximum. The superior
capabilities of nuclear ships, however, are missing.

--The all-nuclear choice brings mobility and greater
freedom from logistics support. The ability to con-
centrate forces quickly at a scene of conflict (real or
tfrpatened) is superior. The vulnerability of provid-
ing logistics support can be reduced. Ship force levels
and the accompanying firepower, however, are at a minimum.

--A mix of nuclear and conventional strike combatants
is a third option providing, to varying degrees, the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the all-nuclear and all-
conventional options.

--The nature of strike force operations over the coming
decades bears importantly on the issue. Will the
operations be charactc ized by forces on-station in
forward areas; or will strike force operations be
more fluid, featuring rapid concentrations and disper-
sions of forces?
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AGENCY COMMENTS

In commenting on this report, the Department of Defense
stated that the report is a high quality product and is a
commendably objective treatment of this complex and often
emotional issue. They anticipated that the report would
serve as a vehicle to clarify and structure the debate among
the parties involved. (See app. I.)
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

WAum"m0, D.C. "S"I

1 0 JAN 197COMPTROLLER JN19

Mr. R. W. Gutmann
Director, Procurement and

Sy em.ns A.quIsition Division
U.S. (eneral Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Gutmann:

This is in reply to your letter to Secretaery Donald Rumsfeld ofSeptember 9, 1976 equesting comments on your Draft Report "Nuclear VersusConventional Power in Major Strike Force Surface Combatant Ships (0SDCase #4447).

The Draft Report is a commendably objective treatment of all sidesof this complex and often emotional issue. We anticipate that the FinalReport will serve as a vehicle to clarify and structure the debate amongthe parties involved.

Attached are the specific comments of the Department of Defense onthe Draft Report. Due to the high quality of the report, reccmmendat'onsfor deletion have been neld to a minimum to only those items consideredas both questionable and not germane to the issue. The recommendationsfor additions and chenges are deliberately lengthy in order to fullyaccommodate all parties and to take advantage of the adversary format.

Sincerely,

Fred P. Wacker
Assistant Secretary of Defense

Attachments
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